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Dear fellow citizens,
Summer is just around the corner and
it brings freshness to our lives. The
gradual resumption of our activities
also has a lot to do with it. Since the
end of May, we have been welcoming
citizens back to most of our
administrative offices, and have put in
place the necessary health measures to continue the fight
against COVID-19.
A Summer Day Camp is offered to Deux-Montagnes
families, the play modules in the parks and the water
games welcome young people again, the tennis courts
are reopened, and an aquatic program and tennis
activities have been set up. The public outdoor
swimming pool is also opened. Of course, all this is in
accordance with the government health guidelines.
We finally find a semblance of normal life after a spring
marked by a health crisis, and that brings us all a little
cheerfulness. That said, we must not lower our guard
and, above all, we must remain vigilant and respect the
directives of government authorities if we don t want
to go back to strict containment measures.
Moreover, to follow the directive of Public Health,
which asked for the cancellation of all events at large
gatherings until August 31, the City of Deux-Montagnes
had to cancel the Neighbors Day, the Canada Day, Deux-

Montagnes en fête and the Family Run. Although this
situation saddens us, because these events contribute to
the dynamism of our City and strengthens our community
spirit, the health of our population is a priority. We must
all preserve the health of our loved ones and collectively
continue our efforts to defeat this pandemic.
The various construction sites have also resumed their
activities. A major project awaited by citizens was
launched on June 8: the reconstruction of Boulevard DeuxMontagnes. The main objective is to redo the asphalt,
including that of the bike path. We plan to build new paved
pedestrian crossings and to plant nearly a hundred trees.
The work, which represents an investment of $ 4M, will
allow the City to enhance its urban environment and meet
the needs of the population in terms of active mobility,
particularly with the upcoming arrival of the REM and its
future train station.
Also, Armitage Park (corner of Chemin d Oka and 26th
Avenue) continues its metamorphosis. The new
Armitage Park should be ready to welcome citizens
around mid-July. It will be transformed into an
intergenerational park offering attractions for the whole
family. It will offer two new children s playgrounds, water
games with shaded rest area, a volleyball court, and more,
all aimed at facilitating the adoption of healthy lifestyles
and offering a wide variety of physical games.
I wish all citizens an enjoyable summer, a summer that
will surely be different, but just as pleasant.
Denis Martin, Mayor of Deux-Montagnes

The Community Connections Team
www.communityconnectionsdm.ca
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DEUX-MONTAGNES MAYOR RE-ELECTED TO
UNION OF QUEBEC MUNICIPALITIES
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Deux-Montagnes, May 21, 2020
At a meeting on May 20 of the board of
directors, the leaders of the Union of
Quebec Municipalities (UMQ) renewed
their outgoing members of its Executive
Committee for the year 2020- 2021, on
which the mayor of the City of DeuxMontagnes, Mr. Denis Martin, sits.
Mt Martin was honoured by the
confidence in him by the UMQ s board of directors, I
am extremely committed to the continuation of the work carried
out by the committee, in particular since the beginning of the
COVID-19 crisis. Economic recovery is one of the most important
phases and I intend to participate actively in the search for solutions
to support municipalities in coping with this important challenge,
he said.
Mayor Denis Martin is also president of the
Commission on Economic Development, prefect of the
MRC of Deux-Montagnes and member of the Commission
of Transport of the Metropolitan Community of
Montreal (CMM).

About the UMQ
For the past 100 years, the UMQ has represented local
governments in every region of Quebec. The UMQ mission
is to provide strong leadership for effective, autonomous
local governments by mobilizing municipal expertise,
supporting members in carrying out their functions, and
promoting enhanced municipal democracy. UMQ
members, representing over 85% of the population and
land area of Quebec, are grouped into affinity caucusses:
local municipalities, central municipalities, regional cities,
major
cities,
and
municipalities
in
the Montreal metropolis.
Source and information:
Valérie Legault
Division Manager Communication and Citizen
Relations
City of Deux-Montagnes
450 473-2796, extension 6237
vlegault@ville.deux-montagnes.qc.ca

Partial reopening of the library as of June 9th :
Take-out service available by appointment!
The Deux-Montagnes Library is pleased to announce its
partial reopening and the implementation of a take-out
service, by appointment and contactless, available as of June
9!
To take advantage of this service:
1.
Subscribers must reserve the documents of their
choice in the new online catalogue.
2.
The library will prepare the order, meticulously
complying with all applicable health guidelines.
3.
The Subscriber will be contacted by phone to
schedule a pickup appointment. This may take a
few days after making reservations.
4.
At the agreed time, the user may collect the bag
identified with his/her name at the library s
entrance, in accordance with the health
instructions on site.
It is important to know that the shelving is not accessible to
the public, as required by the government.
Cleaning and disinfection of documents
As a preventive measure, the documents will be
quarantined for a period of 72 hours as soon as they leave
the drop box and will be returned to the shelves after this
period, prescribed by the health authorities.
AT NO TIME should the subscriber clean the borrowed
documents, either upon return home or before returning
them, in order to avoid damaging them. If necessary, a
replacement fee will be added to the subscriber s file.

Library subscribers will notice that the home page of the
library s catalogue has been modernized, offering an up-todate visual style and several advantages: more detailed
access to their files, more user-friendly and improved
navigation and the opportunity to create reading lists.
By using the search tool, subscribers will be able to target
results by type of document, by subject, or limited to
available copies with a single click. These results can be
collated into lists that each subscriber can name, edit,
download, print and delete as they wish. A great way to
optimize library visits!
The book drop off slot can again accommodate documents
to be returned at any time. Due to the quarantine of the
documents upon their, there will be a delay between the
time the books are returned and the time they are removed
from the subscriber s file. The subscriber will still be able to
make new document reservations. Subscribers have until
June 30 to return the documents in their possession.
Remember that digital resources and books are always
available and accessible 24 hours a day by visiting the
Library s website . A Questions and Answers document
is also available online.
For any other questions or for take-out service available
by appointment, citizens are invited to call 450 473-2796,
option 5, or to contact the library by email at
biblio@ville.deux-montagnes.qc.ca.
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Around the House -Life goes on
By Carole Gagne (Lanthier and Beatty Construction)
Summer is here and so is Covid 19, if you are like me you
must be tired of it all, but on the bright side I bet your
house has never been so clean and you may have finally
finished some overdue projects. Now that the restrictions
have been lifted for residential construction everyone is
eager to work. And, finally we can have small gatherings.
I missed my kids and grandkids so much during this
confinement. Yes I know we had internet to connect with
our loved ones but itsstill not the same as being with
them in real time and these internet sessions are not the
same as a weekend at grandma s.
During these past few months, we have been confined,
restricted and let us face it we have been frustrated.
However, with the nice spring and summery weather
giving us a chance to be outdoors most of us have been
doing a lot of landscaping around our houses and some
gardening too. The gardening centers have been booming,
consequently, every time I went, they were sold out of
their most popular items. I had to return several times to
get everything I needed having to bare the line up.
As usual, spring and summer are great times for
painting and/or fixing our decks and emptying out
gutters, checking the property to make sure everything
that needs fixing or upgraded gets done. I know, going
shopping for supplies is not easy. Sometimes we have to

wait in line for long periods of time. Maybe you should
think of bringing an umbrella to save yourself from being
cooked by the sun. Especially with these heat waves
hitting us more frequently.
I know you may not be thinking about heating your
house now but if you have a fireplace or a woodstove you
should order your wood if you haven t done it yet. The
wood is usually better quality if you order early, last year
we forgot and by the time we called around, we ended up
with low-grade wood. Also, this is a good time to have
your chimney cleaned and inspected.
With this virus ruling our lives these days it s
important to take precautions when you have workers
around your house and property. Social distancing is
probably the best measure, but don t be shy to ask workers
to wear a mask if you feel you are at risk. Most workers
should have protective equipment with them. But to be
on the safe side you may want to keep some extra masks
and sanitizers at your home.
I don t know about you, but you know that things are
sort of getting back to normal when you are driving your
car and find yourself in a traffic jam, and that when you
do your groceries there is still toilet paper on the shelves.
Hopefully, even with Covid 19 around, we ll still manage
to have a great summer!

Bikes, cars and pedestrians

another, shakily at best, dipped into the street in front of me to
cross the road. Help!!!
I realize that I took my driver training back in 1973. Things
might have changed since then. I also took it in a different
province. Things might be different in Quebec. I was so rattled
that I felt a need to look things up to know what, as a driver,
cyclist or pedestrian, I need to be doing to stay alive when I am
out and about on the roads. I checked the SAAQ site and learned
that there are, indeed, rules and guidelines for bicycles

By Pam Petten

I think I will put new lyrics to an old song:
Bikes to the left of me,
Pedestrians on the right, Here I am,
Stuck in the middle of the two

With more than half the population working (or not) from home,
every half-sunny day sees multitudes of people outdoors. Under the Highway Safety Code of Quebec, cyclists must, among
Families walking with strollers, electric cars, dogs, toddlers on other things:
trikes. Kids on bikes with training wheels. Adults wearing full
spandex on bikes. Entire families on bikes.
·
obey traffic signs and traffic lights at all times, even
when turning right on a red light:
Wonderful to see, wonderful to be part of, but Yikes! How do
we manage all of this outdoor action on our streets? (And did
o even if the way is clear, a red light or a stop
any of these folks ever learn any safety rules?)
sign means that you have to come to a complete
stop. You have to wait for the light to turn
I was driving on St. Louis through Saint-Eustache the other
green again before continuing
day. A fellow in shiny black bike shorts and a neon helmet was
booting it down the road towards me in the car lane. On the
oncoming sidewalk were a mother and son on a bicycle built
for two . On the sidewalk on my right was a lady, out for a
walk with her friend, who was walking (appropriately) 6 feet
away in the bike lane (inappropriately!). Cars were coming.
Where was I supposed to drive?!?
I got to the bridge over the Rivière du Chêne, where pedestrians
had stopped to watch the ducks. The mother and son on the
dual bike were coming right at them on the sidewalk. And
another family of at least 6 hopped on their bikes and one after

·

yield the right of way to vehicles and other cyclists
that have priority at an intersection. Yield the right of
way to pedestrians who enter the intersection or who
indicate the intention of entering the intersection

·

ride as close as possible to the right side of the roadway.
A cyclist may leave that position to make a left turn, or
in case of necessity

·

signal their intentions without interruption and over
Continued on page 5
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Continued from page 4
a sufficient distance to make sure that other users have seen
them
·

·

while performing any action that can distract the
cyclist from safely riding the bicycle

·

between 2 lanes of moving vehicles, unless the vehicles
travelling in the lane to the right of the cyclist are in a
lane reserved for right turns

ride in a single file when riding in groups:
o

a group can be made up of 15 cyclists,
maximum

o

if there are more than 15 cyclists, form a new
group

·

ride astride the bicycle and hold the handlebars

·

ride with the flow of traffic except if signs authorize
cycling against the flow of traffic or in case of necessity

·

stop, give the right of way to pedestrians, and ride at a
safe and reasonable speed when riding through a
pedestrian crossing

·

obey traffic signs and signals

·

stop at a distance of more than 5 m from a bus or
minibus whose flashing lights are activated or whose
stop arm is deployed

Wow! Cyclists should signal? And stop for stop signs? These
sound an awful lot like the rules for cars. Guess what? Other
than riding astride the vehicle, and riding in groups of 15 or
fewer, they are the same. (Yup, thats what I learned in drivered. Bikes must follow the rules of the road.)
Heres what cyclists (including you) should not do.
The Highway Safety Code prohibits cyclists from riding:
·

on highways and on their access and exit ramps

·

against the flow of traffic, unless signs indicate
otherwise or in case of necessity

·

on sidewalks, except in case of necessity or where
directed or authorized to do so by a sign or signal. In
such a case, the cyclist must ride at a low speed and
give pedestrians the right of way

·

while wearing earphones or headphones that cover
one or both ears

·

while using a portable electronic device, hand held or
not

·

while viewing information displayed on a display
screen, unless all of the following conditions are met:
o
o

o

the information is relevant to riding or related
to the operation of the bicycle s usual
equipment
the screen is integrated into the bicycle or
mounted on a bracket
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·
a bicycle with a faulty brake system
It is also prohibited:
· to carry a passenger, except if the bicycle is equipped
with a seat designed for that purpose
·

to drink alcohol while riding a bicycle

·

to use drugs, except for over-the-counter medications
or medications other than cannabis that have been
prescribed by an authorized professional
Whoa! Impaired cycling would be an embarrassing
charge .and it could cost you $. Most fines for cycling violations
begin at $80 to $100.
Please also remember that cyclists can t change their minds
as they go .you can t be riding on the road, then pop up on the
sidewalk. If you are on the sidewalk, you need to be walking
your bike unless otherwise indicated. Maybe if you have
training wheels you could get away with being on the sidewalk.
You also can t push the pedestrian walk light and then ride
across the intersection. (If you want to use the walk light and
cross walk, you need to walk your bike across the street.)
On a positive note, when I was driving through Vaudreuil
last weekend, a family on the bike path came to an intersection.
The mother, riding at the front, stopped, looked both ways, and
when safe to do so, crossed the intersection. Her first child did
the same behind her. Then another, younger child did the same.
The dad, bringing up the rear, wasn t too macho to do the same.
I was impressed. One by one, each stopped and checked, and
one by one, each continued. Maybe we have something to
learn from our neighbours across the lake.
Pedestrians, too, have rules to keep them safe. One of my
favorites is that when there is no sidewalk, walk FACING traffic
so you can see what is coming at you. I also believe that you
need to be vigilant when walking on a bike path. Its a BIKE
path, so give them right of way. That being said, cyclists really
should have bells to jingle when they come up behind walkers.
The fancy, well-maintained (expensive) bikes that are out these
days are nearly silent. Those of us who wave our arms when
we talk will get a shoulder ripped out of its socket one day
when we gesture to our walking partners and a bike goes by.
You can learn to be safe like the Vaudreuilites by checking
out the links below. These are the documents in which I found
the must-dos and don t-you-dares above.
https://saaq.gouv.qc.ca/en/road-safety/modes-transportation/
bicycle/

https://saaq.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/documents/publications/safecycling-guide.pdf
On a final note, for those of you who bike in Deux-Montagnes
Grand Moulin is one-way, downhill, from Boulevard du Lac to
the screen is positioned in such a way that the La Chapelle. Don t feel guilty taking the easy way down. Its the
law!
cyclist can operate and consult it easily
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By Gordon Wetmore
(gordonwetmore@yahoo.ca)
One type of program that she and
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed public education other teachers used was Bitmoji, which
forever. What it will be is as clear as a mud pie in a allowed her to create a cartoon
blender, despite the specific descriptions from the Quebec characterization of herself (an avatar) in
Ministry of Education. What has it been since the Friday a simulated classroom that has a bulletin board with lists
the 13th shutdown in March? Here are six close-up views of different activities (baking, gardening, reading, times
from people in the thick of things. The first three are from tables, etc.) a child could click on like a treasure hunt.
Ms. Bailey said that a typical work week involved up
teachers interviewed by me between mid-May and midJune. The last three are from students, an interview with to 50 hours of interpreting, modifying, adapting and
sisters from an elementary school and two first-person conducting two or three interactive ZOOM classes,
participating in ZOOM meetings on phones or computers,
accounts from junior and senior high school students.
and, when children submitted their work via the internet,
giving each child sensitive evaluations. Teachers also
communicated with parents for feedback on how well
Thursday afternoon, March 12, the Quebec Ministry of things worked, what might need changing, and the
Education instructed all public schools via email to shut emotional state of the children.
down for at least two weeks because of COVID-19. All
It was a new way of working completely, she said.
activity was to cease at the dismissal bell.
We were correcting less and sharing a lot more work to
At St. Jude Elementary in Deux-Montagnes, dismissal make sure it was user friendly.
was at 3:50 pm and Parents Night was to begin in one
The loss of being personally present to interact with
hour and 10 minutes.
students was the hardest for her emotionally. But, she
In an interview in late May, Grade 4A teacher Nadia added, I m so proud of my kids. They re so resilient!
Baily described the rest of the afternoon as mayhem. The
Moreover, so much learning can go on at home that
teacher council chairperson, Ms. Bailey, worked with could be incorporated. Gardening and baking involve
principal Sonia Busnardo to get the word to flummoxed science and measurement, for instance, and a parent can
teachers, puzzled parents and disappointed students, just pick up a book and read with a child. For weeks my
many of whom had demonstrations and job was to give parents tips.
accomplishments to show off.
COVID-19 wasn t even in day-to-day conversations
yet, she said.
For two weeks, all was quiet. There was no
communication with parents, with students, with or from
the Ministry of Education. Then the Ministry sent out the
word to begin distance learning.
FaceTiming with a group unheard of! Distance
learning unheard of! It was very foreign to public
schools. In short order, she said, teachers had to find
ways to communicate with parents, with their students,
with the various levels of authorities, with fellow
teachers, and to do it all from their homes.
The Sir Wilfrid Laurier School Board (SWLSB) chose
the ZOOM program for conducting distance meetings and
for the teachers to conduct distance learning with their
classes. She called it express learning for the teachers.
Working individually at networking with the SWLSB and Welcome to Ms. Bailey s Bitmoji virtual online
other teachers, they had to master new technologies, classroom created with Google Slides If you were
communicate with parents and students in their homes, one of her Grade 4A students at St. Jude Elementary
show them how to work with ZOOM, set up schedules, School, you could click on any number of activities to
establish routines, and find and adapt programs and explore. See the copy of beloved novel Charlotte s
activities that would work with their students at their Web on the table? Click on that and you would be
sent to the animated film. Or maybe you d prefer Bill
age/grade levels.
I am astounded at how flexible educators are! she Nye, The Science Guy. Click on his photo and get a
quick lesson on electricity. The screen holds a
said.
Every Thursday, the Ministry sent homeroom teachers treasure hunt of learning experiences. Many
40 pages or more of activities and guidelines for each grade teachers use the Bitmoji platform for distance
level and subject. The teachers turned that into 50-plus educating. Other distance learning platforms include
Mosaik.
pages of personalized activities adapted for their children Class Dojo, Google Classroom, and
Continued on page 7
to make the material accessible and learnable.

Express learning: an elementary
teacher s experience
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Continued from page 6
Despite all the things that worked, Ms. Bailey did
foresee problems coming. She estimated that about threequarters of her class participated regularly. Kids have
to have access to the technology tablets or computers
and they have to have WiFi at home. I think there will be
a big gap between kids because of the closures.
Future school budgeting will have to take into account
the need for all children to have the necessary devices,
and special needs children will have to be accommodated.
If there is a second wave of COVID-19, more closures are
possible. In any case, Distance education is not going to
go away, she said.
The Ministry has decided that a child s advancing to
the next grade for the 2020-2021 school year will be based
on their evaluations as of the end of March. The purpose
of teachers responses to their students about work done
distantly was to keep learning going and students
engaged. The learning was no longer just for grades,
Ms. Bailey said.

Craziness vs a glimpse into the
future

What that opening may be like is not yet clear, Mr.
Truesdale said, but by fall everyone should be better
prepared.
Will there be classes or more of this in the
fall? If there are classes, social distancing may still be
required. One model has half the students attending at
a time, so on-line classes would still continue. But how
do you disinfect an entire school every day or after
every class?
As May turned into June, many questions remained
unanswered in part because the closing of physical
classes effectively eliminated the results of the third
term, the most significant term of the year, he said.
About 75 percent of his students have responded well,
he said. The material lends itself to project based
learning and evaluation, which they find motivating,
engaging, fun and challenging at the same time.
Moreover, he added, Kids want an adult presence,
others to interact with each other in a group setting.
Students at LTMHS are lucky because every student
has a device, as long as the student s home has Wi-Fi. A
small laptop computer is issued to every student in
Secondary 1 to keep until he or she graduates or leaves
the school.
Teaching one group of Secondary 1 science and
technology and two groups of Secondary 4 science and
technology (one is an enriched double group), plus
three technology groups, Mr. Truesdale makes sure
students work is evaluated and they know the results. If
they re doing work, it s going to count. Every student
has a schedule. Classes begin at 9:30 am and end at 3:30
pm.
Students, teachers, administrators, school boards and
the Ministry of Education need to learn from what works
and what does not, he said, noting that the SARS epidemic
from 2002 through 2004 was a warning about
coronaviruses that authorities from around the world
forgot. COVID-19, he said, should teach us to stay
prepared.
Mr. Truesdale spoke to Community Connections soon after
classes concluded at 3:30 pm. After supper and some
serious correcting, he had equipment to order and
preparations to work on. As it was when classrooms were
in session, his workday extended well into the evening.

Gordon Truesdale, veteran teacher and head of the
science department at Lake of Two Mountain High School
(LTMHS), had two opposing views of the COVID-19
enforced school shutdown and the abrupt switch to
instruction via the Internet.
It s just crazy now, was his first comment during a
May 27 interview. Later he said, This is actually a good
opportunity to prepare for the future. The two may
seem to contradict each other but the way he explained
it, both are accurate.
We re being asked to learn whole new skills.
Preparing lessons takes twice as long. I m working from
home with two computers, one to be on line with
students and one to do computer work.
In the
classroom, he would be constantly on his feet
instructing, checking
on student work, and
advising at a student s
desk or laboratory
station.
Now, he
presents and interacts
on line with students
through
such
programs as ZOOM
On the infamous Friday, March 13,
from the quietest
the day all schools under the
room in my house. I ve
Quebec Ministry of Education shut
never sat so much in
down totally for two weeks
my life!
because of the pandemic, a small
Weekly staff
independent Indigenous high
meetings also are
school in Kanehsatà:ke brought its
conducted through
students in and told them that they
ZOOM, although other
Gordon Truesdale at his home platforms
would begin distance educating
are
work station
after the weekend.
sometimes used. The
Ratihen:te s staff had been
Sir Wilfrid Laurier School Board will have to settle on
Brooke
Singleton
anticipating
such a development
one platform for everyone by the time public schools
and had done their best to be prepared.
reopen in the fall, he said.
Continued on page 8

Ratihen:te ready right away
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Continued from page 7
In an interview mid-June, Brooke Singleton, teacher of
Secondary 1 and 2 English and on-line and resource
teacher for the other grades and courses, explained that
the staff saw the shutdowns coming and she and others
pushed to be prepared.
We didn t have to wait on the
government, she said.
On shut-down day for the rest of Quebec, Ratihente s
students were being prepared for online instruction,
which would begin Monday the 16th. At the beginning
of the school year, every student had already been issued
a small laptop computer for use in the building. They
took that, books and other necessary materials home
when the school day ended. Principal Scott Traylen sent
messages to the students parents and guardians and
arranged for any students who hadn t done so to pick up
laptops in the next week. Back-up emails were sent to all
the homes.
On Monday, teachers sent schedules to the students
for the online classes. The few conflicts were quickly
ironed out, Ms. Singleton said. Instead of ZOOM,
Ratihen:te used Google Meet for group instruction, part
of a suite of Google platforms for classes, which they felt
had somewhat better controls. Ms. Singleton also used
the Bitmoji virtual classroom for its inviting way of letting
students choose among learning experiences.
The immediate response was a 95% turnout for the
first month, cooling down to between 60% and 75%
participation by the second, she said.
I think students were really trying in the first month,
she said. At the end of each week, she conducted a social/
emotional check-in with students. To the question about

whether they hoped to return to school soon, the answer
at the end of Week 1 was generally that things were all
right online. By the end of Week Two, most wanted to
come back to school, she said.
To her, that showed how much easier teaching is in
person for both students and teachers. The entire staff
worked hard to look after the students. Awesome, she
called the work of the school s specialists staff counsellors, speech pathologists who kept in regular
contact to support parents/guardians and students in
need, while special education technician Liza McLaughlin
was on the phone regularly to struggling kids to help
them cope emotionally and academically. Solicited
regularly for their opinions, parents and guardians gave
informative and helpful comments.
For a few students, the online experience worked very
well. She cited how one particular pupil blossomed. Shy
and lacking confidence, this student would shut down
when feeling pressured. Online, though, Ms. Singleton
would get two or more questions daily that never would
have been asked in class and every single assignment
was handed in.
Nevertheless, as comprehensive and well organized
the distance learning was, as much as it could benefit
certain students, it can never replace regular in person
teaching, she said.
Roughly translated into English from the Kanien keha
(Mohawk) language, Ratihen:te means the people who
went before, who showed the way.
In educational
responses to the pandemic, this school lived up to its
name.

A teen s view from Oka

By Walker Murray-Nelson, Ratihén:te correspondent
From Wuhan, China, to globally in just a on our highway as normal. To be honest, for four weeks into
few months, this COVID-19 coronavirus quarantine I stayed inside and didn t do anything except online
disease is frightening, to some more than work, calls, or eating Tim Hortons. Who can relate? April 30 , I
others. Things in our area are slowly went outside in my yard and played with my siblings and did
opening up, like on May 25 the Traverse fun things.
(Ferry) that goes to Hudson opened, and
Like most people around the world, my family stocked up on
I m certain maybe a few restaurants will a lot of food before the orders that restricted the open hours of
slowly open, like the Shand Thai, which convenience stores. I ve actually found self-isolation is better
Walker MurrayNelson
opened May 24.
for me in terms of doing classwork. Teachers (at Ratihen:te
Sometimes I kind of wonder why all High School) have been really helpful to us. They re always
countries in the world weren t getting prepared for this before keeping in contact with us, always making sure we re okay,
it got big. The media insists we get prepared for a stronger whether we have school related questions or not. Also, a big
outbreak of COVID-19 because apparently its going to get worse. thank you to all the Health Care workers, the grocers, the
I believe it! Not many people in my community are freaking friendly neighbours who will kindly do favours for their sick
out, though. Everywhere I go, I don t see a lot of people with a neighbours, the fast food workers , the scientists and many
mask or gloves. Then again, I barely wear mine. I guess it others out there who are still doing their jobs for us even though
depends on where you go. If you re going out further to Laval, it could be tough in these hard times.
you might see more people with masks and gloves, but not I haven t been too afraid of the future, but I m a little frightened.
really here, near Oka.
After all of the orders by the governments have been lifted, I still
I kind of love quarantine because its bringing me closer to my won t go out as much because COVID-19 will still be out there,
family. I do go to bed late, but, I mean, it feels like a second but that doesn t mean that I won t go out for ice cream.
March Break. I ve kept in contact with some of my friends.
I admire all those who are working to save others lives in
There was one day I went out and visited one of them but six these harsh times. Things will get better, but, for now, we ll just
feet away.
stay six feet away.
During the first week of quarantine (and I m not surprised) (Walker Murray-Nelson is a Grade 9 student at Ratihen:te High School in
only a few people were out and about on the highways. I felt Kanehsatà:ke and lives in Oka.)
like it was so much better because we didn t have so many cars
Continued on page 9
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Elementary students speak

Melissa I m a little bit worried. A little bit sad. I think of all the
people who had it (COVID-19). I wanted to stay in school. I miss
How have the coronavirus-forced school closures elementary the activities. I missed my first communion, too.
school children in our area? Here are a poem from a Grade 4
student and an interview with a pair of sisters, one from Grade Q What is the worst part about the school closings?
3 and one from Grade 6. Community Connections is indebted to Melissa Not seeing my friends, no big hugs. We can t show
teacher Nadia Bailey of St. Jude Elementary School in Deux- love or play together. Having to say hi from two metres.
Montagnes for inundating me with materials from students
and for arranging the live but distant interview via Messenger (Both girls agreed in a jumble of words that the coronavirus
with the sisters, her daughters; and to their father, Phillipe made family get-togethers complicated, especially when their
Gravel, who also gave permission and stayed with the girls mother became ill with COVID-19; trampoline times with their
during the interview.
step-brothers was one of a number of playtime activities that
had to be curbed.)
First, the interview with the Gravel sisters, Felicia (age 12) Q, to Felicia Are you sad about not having a regular graduation
and Melissa (age 8½):
ceremony from Grade 6?
Felicia I don t feel too bad about the graduation. We re trying
Q How did you feel to find ways to remember and celebrate. This won t be my last
when you heard that grad.
the schools were going Melissa There was an art contest for the (Sir Wilfrid Laurier)
to close?
school board. I won first place! I was really, really proud of
that. (Her colourful drawing for the annual SWLSB Artwork
Felicia
I was Contest will be included in the Boards annual school calendar,
surprised. I thought I and she was award a Fit Bit watch for her accomplishment.)
was hearing kids
talking about a video This poem by a Grade 4 student poignantly catches how school closings
game at first. It and distance education feels.
happened on Parents
Night.
I Miss My Friends
By Mila Barthe 4A, St Jude School
Melissa
I heard
teachers talking about
I call my friends every day,
it. I was a little bit sad.
From Sunday through Saturday.
Melissa and Felicia missed being I had things I wanted
We talk on messenger,
to show my parents.
But its not like we are physically together.
with their schoolmates.
Felicia I was worried
We like to play Roblox,
that I would catch it (COVID-19).
But sometimes I just want to play in a cardboard box.
Melissa Me, too.
When its time to do school work at home,
Q Are you worried about missing so much school?
Id rather be on the phone.
Felicia (Summary: she feels confident that she will keep up
I can t wait till this is over,
with necessary course materials, but -) School is not just English
So me and my friends can have a sleepover.
and Math. The feeling of school is more than the courses. Theres
I miss my friends,
a lot we miss staying home all the time.
Will Covid 19 ever end?

Education

our new virtual reality

By Sophie Rehel, RHS Correspondent
As the coronavirus pandemic has made its many even starting new jobs in the absence of school hours.
way around the globe, quarantine and Then online classes went from non-mandatory but highly
social distancing efforts have caused a recommended to non-mandatory but non-optional.
Despite our late arrival on the scene of technological learning,
drastic change in the delivery of education
a model that has remained untouched for I had several weeks to adjust to this unfamiliar method of
decades. Learning has shifted from education. Although my teachers adapted to this change
campuses to laptops, and this acceleration extremely well and continued to prepare me for CEGEP until
Sophie Rehel of the gradual shift towards permanent classes finished, this time was one of uncertainty and
online learning has only underscored the misinformation. At this point, I still have no concrete knowledge
of how my grades will be determined for each class. We were
importance of face-to-face education.
While my American, Ontarian, and British friends switched told our grades could only be raised, not reduced, and that
to online schooling a matter of days after the announcement of assignments should not be given a numerical grade, only
school closures, Quebec students were left in the dark for nearly mentions of participation, effort, and ways to improve our work.
six weeks. After almost two months of idle uncertainty, students However, secondary four and five students will receive an endwere finally made aware of the change to a new method of of-year grade in the form of a percentage, while younger grades
Continued on page 10
online education. In that time, students had settled into a routine, will receive a pass or fail.
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Classrooms, whiteboards, and face-to-face explanations have fall semester classes will also be offered online. Based on what
been the norm since my first year in school. My relationships I have experienced of distance learning so far, despite its being
with teachers were personal; they became mentors and role the only alternative, most teachers are not effectively trained to
models. The majority of the friendships I have today were teach online, and students are pulled out of their usual learning
made in school hallways. I think this is why my main issue environments and forced to adapt. While appropriate for the
with online education is the element of depersonalization. The remaining two months of school in order to cover the last few
quality of education is simply not the same. I was missing required topics, online schooling has been more of an experiment
lunch remediations with different teachers, peer study groups, than an effective and permanent method of education.
and a crucial classroom environment that separated my school (Ms. Rehel graduated from Rosemere High School in June. An honour
zone from my comfort zone.
student, she plans to pursue computer science and mathematics in CEGEP.
While this change was completely necessary given the current This past year she was Rosemere High s correspondent for Community
situation, many CEGEPs and universities have announced that Connections.)

School Matters: Part 2
The report card
Quebec Education Minister Jean-François Roberge and the
ministry he heads get a D- at best for their overall
leadership and decision making from Shutdown Day
(March 13) to the end of this school year.
Because I do not know enough about CEGEPs and
universities, I will confine my comments to our public
elementary and secondary schools.
For the elementary sector, I would give the Ministry a
D. It took far too long for the Ministry to assure us there
would be any further instruction at all. There were weeks
of fuzzy comments about extended vacations, whether
marks were frozen as of March, and so forth. When
Ministry instructions finally came, it was left very much
up to the schools to organize their own methods of
delivering the content online that the Ministry sent to
them in weekly packages. To be fair, responding in a
province-wide manner to an unprecedented and
continuously developing pandemic would take time. The
waffling did not help.
For service to our secondary students, I give the
Ministry a solid E, failure. If you read the interview in
Part 1 with one of its teachers, you know that Ratihen:te
High School in Kanehsatà:ke began online instruction the
Monday after the Friday shutdown. For Quebec public
high schools, it would take six weeks. First Minister
Roberge had them on vacation, then there were to be
online courses that students were free to take or not and

TOGETHER FOR
A SUCCESSFUL
DECONFINEMENT

As
Quebec
gradually
deconfines, we are slowly
resuming a more normal life. While this is a relief, we cannot
forget the responsibility we have in protecting ourselves and
others, by wearing a face cover when physical distancing of
two metres is difficult to respect in public. If we want to deconfine
successfully, we must be rigorously disciplined!
After months of staying indoors, it is important not to keep
everything in! If you are feeling stressed, anxious or sad, I
encourage you to follow the link below, where you will find
advice and support to get you through this difficult time.
https://www.quebec.ca/en/health/

their marks would be frozen as of March, and then the
courses became, as student Sophie Rehel pointed out in
her piece, non-mandatory but non-optional. That is
pure Orwellian double-speak straight out of 1984.
Definitely unsatisfactory.
The plans for returning to school for the 2020-2021
school year are complicated and tenuous, and that is only
reasonable. What I see as most potentially troublesome
ise the bussing situation
will there have to be
significantly more busses purchased and ready and
drivers hired and trained for late August? and the need
for teachers to be ready to conduct both in-school classes
and online instruction, doubling their preparation load.
Plus the Ministry is preparing online teaching programs
and materials, but in French only. And worse, the plans
and preparations are in place without the Ministry
having consulted teachers. This is strictly a top-down
planification.
The way teachers and administrators have responded
locally since Shutdown Friday, March 13, has been
admirable. Congratulations to the 70 percent or more of
students in elementary and secondary levels who took
instruction on their home computers and please
remember, not all homes could access these courses,
including homes where the breadwinners needed the
internet for work.

Should you like to share a situation that worries you,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Have a great summer!
Benoit Charette
Member for Deux-Montagnes
Minister of the Environment and the Fight Against
Climate Change
477, 25th Avenue
Suite 230
Saint-Eustache, QC J7P 4Y1
Telephone: 450 623-4963
Facebook : Charette.DeMo
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A birthday in the time of COVID-19
By Pam Petten
Dean s fifth birthday was in mid-April. His mom was
prepared she booked a week of vacation to coincide with
his birthday, and had plans to make this birthday really
special. After all, the transition from four to five is a big
deal he would be moving from little kid to schoolboy in
the fall.
And then COVID-19 happened. Social isolation meant no
gathering of kids for a birthday party, and, in fact, no
gathering of extended family, other than members of the
immediate household. And Mom, a nurse in one of
Montreal s major hospitals, was called back from her
vacation to work!
Dean was disappointed. Mom was devastated. But Mom
had an idea. Because her boy is currently fascinated by
police officers and police cars, she sent a shot in the dark
email to the local police station to ask if they might drive
by their place in a police car and say Happy Birthday on
the big day.

Because they had called earlier to confirm, Mom was able
to alert the neighbors, who all went out to their
driveways when the police cars arrived, and sang Happy
Birthday.

After the song, the officers gave Dean a teddy bear dressed
in a police uniform.
They, too, are essential workers during this pandemic, Kudos to the police officers who took 10 minutes out of
and it seems that they personally understood the their day to create a lifelong memory for a little boy, and
situation not one, but two police cars showed up in to give us some good news to write about during these
strange pandemic times!
front of their house!

The cover story - Enchanted Forest

Pete the Sneak s corona witticisms

By D. N. Eromtew

2020: the year your garbage bin goes out more than you do.

In spring, just as the trilliums were about to bloom and
COVID-19 had closed playgrounds, daycares and schools,
a small family in a nearby community transformed a
wooded vacant lot into a playground for the imagination.
Over a month of clearing underbrush and weeds, they
created a swirl of crisscrossing paths that weaved
between trees, circled bushes, climbed up and over
hillocks, and skirted the edge of
a meandering brook. The
advancing season brought
leaves and blossoms, birds,
bunnies
and
the
neighbourhood s children who,
with their parents, discovered a
connection to nature that let
dreams play out as the 100 Acre
Wood did for Christopher Robin
and Winnie the Pooh. Merci,
Julien Veilleux (father), Melanie
Martel (mother), and little
Evelyne and Nicolas.

Breaking news: wearing a mask inside your home is now
highly recommended, not so much to prevent COVID-19, but
to keep you from eating.
Never in my life would I have imagined that my hands would
consume more alcohol than my mouth.
I was so bored that I went outside, knocked on my own door,
then came back inside and asked Who is it?
There is a gap in your resume. What were you doing in
2020? I was washing my hands.
Notice from the Association of Psychiatrists: During the
quarantine, it is considered normal to talk to your plants and
pets. Kindly contact us only if they reply.
People keep asking if COVID-19 is really that serious. Listen up.
Casinos and churches are closed. When Heaven and Hell agree
on the same thing, its probably pretty serious.
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YOUR HEALTH MATTERS
COVID-19: IS YOUR IMMUNE
SYSTEM UP TO PAR?
By Ovid Da Silva*

*oviddasilva@hotmail.com: Ovid Da Silva retired
as Medical Editor since 2019. His views are his
own and not those of COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS, They are presented for
educational purposes and should not be
construed as medical treatments of any kind.
Readers are urged to consult their medical
physician for treatment of their particular health
condition.
I ve been waiting impatiently, with bated breath, ever
since March, to see how COVID-19 plays out, especially
since I belong to the high-risk of-death group category
at age 77 years!
Fortunately for me, I m not being housed in a CHSLD. I
guess I m lucky to be alive for yet another day. My
condolences to all grieving families and loved ones lost.
I don t know how, but we ve endured over 3 months of
quarantine/lockdown, 2-meter social distancing, masking,
hand-washing/sanitizing/pirouetting around neverending incoherent tests with ever-variable standards.
We re living in maddening times never experienced before,
to say the least.
People are doing their best to follow ever-changing rules
and regulations. However, closure of the economy is
creating great financial stress: fear, anxiety, depression,
violence, suicide are on the loose, mainly due to ignorance
en masse.
Whether you are a teenager, a mature adult, a stay-athome mom or an old geezer like me, you owe it to yourself
to take responsibility for your health in the face of this socalled COVID-19 pandemic. We cannot totally rely on
governments and public institutions protect us from viral
harm. We absolutely must rely on ourselves.
First and foremost, we need to inform and educate
ourselves about viruses, the environment and climate
change urgently, as if our lives depended on it. The time
is ripe to take back control of our bodies and health
through self-learning and simple daily health wisdom.
Strangely enough, humans and viruses are very much
alike: they and we are programmed to propagate. And
look where it got us: over 8 billion strong, on a finite planet.
We recklessly exploit it to the point of debilitation,
poisoning the air, water and soil with deadly chemical
toxins and heavy metals such as mercury, lead,
aluminum. The environment then double-backs on us,
impacting our immune systems and leaving us open to
chronic infections, fatal or not so much.
Flu viruses keep mutating under changing
environmental conditions, visiting us seasonally every
year and taking out mostly immunocompromised elderly,
people with multiple co-morbid conditions, impoverished
Black Americans in USA, more males than females, lowincome populations of colour in many countries of the
global village, such as Brazil and, curiously, males more
than female.
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Yet, COVID-19 is just another slightly more virulent
flu virus that is rarely fatal to young children and young
adults, again proving the importance of healthy immune
functioning.
After years of existence on this planet, we still haven t
learned that the human body is a marvelous, complex
machine, endowed with a superbly-tuned immune
system that can repair itself with proper maintenance.
Illustrated below are components of the human immune
system

Part 1. Recipes for healthy immunity

Germs (viruses) are nothing,
the terrain (environment) is
everything Claude Bernard

The problem is that we pay little attention to what we
are putting into our bodies and doing to our environment.
We overeat to the point of gross malnutrition, heading to
toxic obesity or overweight, diabetes, cardiovascular
disorders, cancer and a host of other chronic degenerative
diseases
What stands out in the current pandemic is that
ventilation (with oxygen or O2) seems to be the only known
treatment against COVID-19, besides hydration.
Therefore, we should begin each day with O2-inducing
exercise and hydrated with a glass of filtered or distilled
water (H2O). Burn off the calories stored from last night s
ample supper before you putting anything else in your
mouth for your second brain, your gut, and vital part of
Continued on page 13
your immune system.
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Continued from page 12
Then, after 30 minutes of exercise, concentrate on your
normal breathing (respiration cycle) and meditate if you
can. Do not hold onto thoughts, let them come and let
them go. Engage in powerful abdominal breathing. Under
resting conditions 8-12 respiratory cycles are normal in
adults and seniors: values around 20 or more in shallow
breathers indicate the presence of morbid disease(s).
Skip breakfast if you ate a full meal the night before and
you are not hungry. Fast by eating 2 meals a day: if you
can, go vegan. Consume less of everything and you ll lose
weight: it will save your life and the planet. A plant-based
diet bypasses the inefficacy and inhumanity of breeding
and killing millions of animals, birds and fish for animal
protein.
Eat organic and local, non-GMO plant-based products.
Sprout your own grains, lentils, seeds and other plant
protein sources, in your own kitchen. Growing some of
your own food, year round, is easy and healthful. No
gluten to worry about, just loads of vitamins, enzymes,
amino acids, minerals, micronutrients.
If you must eat breakfast, let it be the well-known anticancer Budwig cream (see recipe below). To avoid
micronutrient deficiencies, take immune-boosting
vitamins (A, B, C, D3), selenium, zinc, and other
supplements as investment in healthy immune system
functioning.
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Drink distilled H2O without fluoride, mercury or lead
if at all possible. Pay particular attention to water as the
human body, like the planet, is 60-70% water. Maintaining
water balance and pH are definitely important, daily.
Although normal, healthy immune systems can fight
all types of viruses, they cannot deal with heavy metals
and other industrial neurotoxins in the air, water and
soil.
For starters, regular detoxing with yummy, organic
silantro (corriander) pesto containing garlic, lemon juice,
walnuts, and other delicious, nutritious stuff is the way
to go (see Detox Box for details)..

DR. DAVID WILLIAM S SILANTRO
(CORRIANDER) PESTO RECIPE FOR
HEAVY METAL BLOOD DETOX

Process 1 cup packed with fresh, organic silantro and 6
tablespoons of olive oil in a blender until the silantro is
chopped. Add 1 garlic clove, ½ cup almonds or walnuts
and 2 tablespoons lemon juice. Blend to a lumpy paste.
Add a little hot water, if necessary.
Eat a couple of tablespoons every day for 3 weeks to clean
out heavy metals. Repeat 2-3 times a year.
Silantro pesto freezes nicely in ice cube trays for freezer
storage.
BUDWIG CREAM FOR BREAKFAST (1 serving)
Very addictive!
Ingredients
Mmm
Jon Barron
· 1 tablespoon ground organic flax seeds
Rebuild, Rejuvenate and Reform Your Health
·
1 tablespoon ground organic millet seeds
·
1 tablespoon ground organic sesame seeds
Health Sciences Institute
·
2 tablespoons organic cottage cheese (Quark 2% Part 2. Where there s smoke, there s fire
or 3.5% fat)
While advocating for a daily program of immune system
·
1 tablespoon organic flax seed oil
strengthening, listed below are a series of questions that
·
1 organic banana
readers, governments, health authorities and,
particularly, the media may want to ponder for what s
·
1 tablespoon organic lemon juice
coming down the road with increasing frequency:
Preparation
How can anyone be impressed by all the hysteria surrounding
· Mash the banana with a fork until desired
COVID-19?
Given the total unreliability of data collection from
texture, and stir in cottage cheese.
the
get-go
in
Wuhan, China, late last year, as well as the lack of
·
Squeeze juice out of the lemon and add it to the
COVID-19
standardized
testing methods worldwide, are global
banana mixture, then pour in the flax seed oil.
statistics
believable
at
all?
·
Combine ground seeds to the banana mixture,
stir well and serve.
Politics aside, it is well-known that the WHO, China
·
Bon appetite!
and other countries have not been above board from the
outset, while second waves have surfaced in countries
Dr Johanna Budwig (1908-2003)
Build up immune system strength with raw garlic, such as India. Nations, such as USA, UK and others,
cruciferous vegetables, green tea, berries, green leafy continue to be dogged by overwhelming numbers.
Why are all deaths since the pandemic started being attributed
vegetables, blanched+seed-removed tomatoes (for
lycopene) and carrots. The key word is raw , as much as solely to COVID-19? Why are doctors being told to code all deaths
possible, as heat destroys live foods. Cooking less is time- as COVID-19-related without so much as a facade of testing, when
up to 99% of case fatalities occur in individuals with multiple preliberating and beneficial for Mother Earth!
Frequent colds, flus or other respiratory infections are existing conditions, the vast majority of them being elderly?
obvious signs of immune weakness, Shore up your
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the US National Institute
immunity, naturally, with Grandma s hot cayenne of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, wrote, in the New
pepper-garlic-ginger-turmeric herbal tea with lemon England Journal of Medicine, that the overall clinical
juice and, honey (optional). Remember that fever is the consequences of COVID-19 may ultimately be more akin
body s way of killing viruses and other infectious agents. to a severe seasonal influenza (which has a case fatality
Popping a pill, silver bullet , whatever, is not the answer. rate of approximately 0.1%).
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13
Are measures being imposed on citizens at large
such as
masking , 2-meter social distancing , self-quarantining
(isolation) or lockdown
really valid and based on doubleblind, placebo-controlled studies?
Facial coverings, such as reused surgical masks with mm
pore sizes, are hardly going to keep out what we are
calling a virus that is nm in diameter! Several studies
have found significant problems with wearing such
masks. This can vary from headaches, to increased
airway resistance, carbon dioxide accumulation, to
hypoxia, all the way to serious life-threatening
complications.
The WHO is currently recommending 1-meter
distancing , half of what is being imposed in Québec and

Canada. Moreover, chronic
unnatural and unlawful as it
contact and sunlight, creating
hormone really) that is vital to

Your Health
Matters
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isolation of people is
deprives them of social
a lack of Vitamin D3 (a
public health.

Erratum

The Book Review section of COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS (March-April 2020 edition) erroneously
attributed the proverb «Let food be your medicine and medicine
be your food to Socrates instead of Hippocrates.
COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS regrets this non-fatal
error!
Direct evidence about whether wearing a mask of any sort
outside a health-care setting reduces actual transmission of
COVID-19 is lacking. This is why public-health decisions about
This article was first published on Brighter World (McMaster public mask wearing have been difficult to make, and why
University). Read the original article at:
they differ around the world, said Clase. Our review suggests
https://brighterworld.mcmaster.ca/articles/evidence-shows- that cloth can block particles, even aerosol-sized particles, and
cloth-masks-may-help-against-covid-19/
this supports Canadian public health policy on the issue.

Evidence shows cloth masks may
help against COVID-19

E v i d e n c e
shows
that
cloth masks,
particularly
those
with
several layers
of cotton cloth,
block droplet
and
aerosol
contamination
of the environment, which may reduce transmission of
COVID-19.

The team s opinion was published in the Annals of Internal
Medicine on May 22. It can be found at https://
www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-2567.
Whether cloth masks protect others from the wearer was
studied in the 1960s and 1970s. A mask made of three layers
(muslin-flannel-muslin) reduced surface contamination by 99
per cent, total airborne microorganisms by 99 percent, and
bacteria recovered from the smaller particles, aerosols, by 88
per cent to 99 per cent.

A commercial mask made of four-layer cotton muslin was
shown to reduce all particles by 99 per cent, compared with 96
Dr. Catherine Clase is an associate per cent to 99 per cent for contemporary disposable medical
professor of medicine at McMaster masks. Even for aerosols, the cloth mask was comparable with
University and a nephrologist with St. the medical masks of the day, the researchers say.
Josephs Healthcare Hamilton. Photo by
The filtration of cloth is quite variable and single layers of scarf,
Georgia Kirkos
sweatshirt and t-shirt may be in the 10 to 40 per cent range. But
The point is not that some particles multiple layers increase efficiency, and modern studies have
can penetrate the mask, but that some confirmed that some combinations of cloth, for example, cottonparticles are stopped, particularly flannel, block more than 90 per cent of particles.
outwardly, from the wearer, said first
author Catherine Clase, associate Our work is just one part of a complex puzzle, said Clase. In
professor of medicine at McMaster terms of making masks, it is important to realise that more
PHOTO BY GEORGIA
University and a nephrologist of St. layers will give more protection, both inward and outward,
KIRKOS
Joseph s Healthcare Hamilton.
but will make it harder to breathe. For this reason, it is not
recommended that children under two and people with
Ideally, we would want a mask to work in both directions, breathing difficulties wear masks.
protecting the wearer from the environment and reducing the
contamination of the environment air and surfaces by the She added that more research is also needed into the best
wearer.
materials and design of cloth masks, to help the many people
who are sewing masks to protect people in their community.
Her international research team examined a century of evidence
including recent data, and found strong evidence showing that Given the severity of this pandemic and the difficulty of control,
cloth and cloth masks can reduce contamination of air and we suggest that the possible benefit of a modest reduction in
surfaces.
transmission likely outweighs the possibility of harm, said
Clase.
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I beat COVID-19
By Nadia Bailey
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had a high fever that would not let up after 20 days. It was
worrisome.
Drained physically and mentally, you go through this ordeal
alone. You don t want anyone to risk getting this kind of sick. I
woke up every day never knowing what new set of symptoms
I would be facing or if my body would be strong enough to beat
this bug. Wondering if Id be rushed to hospital as well. Worried
for my fiancés health, which was worsening. I had to focus on
getting better myself. Trying to sleep is all I could do. One hour
at a time. One day at a time.
What got me through little by little was all the love and
support I received. Family, friends, colleagues and neighbors
texted me every day asking how I was, if I needed anything.
They brought food and flowers to my doorstep. My students
brought letters wishing me well.
Today I m glad to say the worst is behind me. I am myself
again and feeling better. Looking back, I can say all the attention
I received is what I am most thankful for. When I was isolated
and struggling, it was what made a difference in my recovery,
to fight the disease off.
Fighting the coronavirus was not easy for me nor for my
family. The children and I were separated for 40 days. My parents
were consumed with fear. While some will fight it unknowingly,
the fact remains everyones story is different because you simply
don t know what will happen and how your body will react.
Surround yourself with love, reach out for help, virtual help,
and don t let go!

A simple headache, thats how it all started.
I was in perfect health with no prior
medical history or problems and no other
symptoms. I would find out later I was
already five days contagious with no way
to tell. No signs. This virus sneaks up on
Nadia Bailey
you and you have no idea. So, while I was
out feeling fine, the virus had already made its invasion in silence.
A few days passed and the headaches became more intense,
but nothing major, nothing to indicate I would soon be very
sick. I noticed a small cough now and then. I told myself this
could be allergies or a mild cold. Then oddly enough my salmon
dinner had no taste. I quickly made arrangements and isolated
myself just in case. To be safe, my girls went to live with their
father.
That night when I went to sleep, I didn t realize I would be in
bed for the next 15 days. I had aches and pains all over; chills,
nausea; headaches became migraines; low blood pressure, low
energy, extreme weakness, nose bleeds, fainting. I could not get
out of bed. I could stand for a few minutes only and I had to rush
back to my bed. It was clear now I was COVID positive.
I had no appetite and a loss of smell. Coughing, searching for
air, always out of breath. Talking was difficult. It hurt just to
hold my phone. Every day became an effort. I was allowed
only Tylenol to numb the pain but no other medication. Then
my fiancé was rushed to hospital with his own set of symptoms, (Nadia Bailey is a vigorous, highly effective local elementary school teacher
which oddly enough were completely different from mine. He and mother of two.)

Kathleen Gagne - 4K Community Cup
winner of the month!
By Andie Bennett

Pre-pandemic, Kathleen Gagne estimated she would spend
about 1-2 days a week volunteering, be it with 4Korners, with
a mobile blood donor clinic, serving on the Lac des Deux
Montagne Users Committee or utilizing her seamstress s
abilities to help a neighbor. She is an asset to her community in
Mirabel and is this months winner of the 4K Community Cup.
Kathleen and I spent the first few minutes of our phone call
talking about her hobby farm. I learn that now there is just the
one horse, some laying hens, chickens, sheep, four cats and a
dog. Hearing the 4Korners volunteer speak about the animals
she cares for, including many strays she has taken in for
veterinary care and the horse she once sat and read to because
he was extremely depressed, it is very clear that caring for
other beings is simply part of her DNA. When she describes
feeding and caring for squirrels and how to humanely trap
house mice, I decide not to mention MY current system that is
rather more final. Caring for animals, be they domesticated or
otherwise is just who we are Kathleen tells me. She can trace
this instinct back to her mother teaching her and her sister to
share what little they had if someone was in need.
Kathleens journey with 4Korners began 6 years ago when
she was looking for somewhere to donate a collection of books
she and her sister had long outgrown. Along with the books,
Kathleen left her card with 4Korners and was called a month
later and asked to start volunteering. Kathleen says it is one of

the best things that could have happened. Recently retired, this
gave her a way to continue to connect with people and to be of
service, to seek out what needs to be done and do it. Time is the
only thing you really can t buy, she tells me, and goes on to talk
about the importance of giving freely and checking your ego at
the door. A self-described clown, Kathleen has been known to
literally don a clown s nose and go to work in a onesie fleece
pyjama. She says she will do anything (with the exception of
singing in public that is a non-negotiable) to help the cause.
She also has little time for those who see themselves above
washing a floor or doing dishes. I ll make you a sandwich and
send you on your way, she says with a laugh (aside: this is
now my favorite way to politely tell people where to go).
Although she says she is dealing well with the current
isolation measures because she is by nature a solitary person,
Kathleen clearly loves a hilarious turn of phrase and enjoys
interacting with people. I will talk to a tree stump, is how she
puts it. We are extremely grateful to have Kathleen as part of the
4Korners volunteer team and we cannot wait to have her back
as our very own chief cook and bottle washer.
If you want to continue reading about the 4Korners
Community Cup winners, you can subscribe to our newsletter
at info@4kornerscenter.org or check our website
www.4kornerscenter.org.
(Aformer radio and television reporter, Ms. Bennett is the 4K s Community
Development Coordinator in Saint Sauveur.)
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A Look at Rosemere

By Kathy Nolan
Who could have predicted the events that would
transpire in the year 2020? It s been a trying time and
hopefully you and your family are well. For many, life
was put on hold whilr for others, it was at full throttle.
The past couple months have put a strain on our lives.
Confinement, staying away from family members,
whether they live across the country or down the street,
has been so difficult. Not being able to be with family for
events such as births and deaths is unconceivable, but it
happened for so many.
Sadly, but unrelated to the pandemic, two Rosemerites
passed away recently. Our condolences go out to the family
and friends of Angela Peacock, who used to live on
Sunnyside Street. She was an avid gardener and a friend
and neighbor of Marge McCord who used to write this
column. Condolences also go out to the family and friends
of Lucille (Barrette) Tétreault who passed away on April
19th at the age of 95. She was a Rosemere Volunteer
Services member and volunteer for many years.
As of mid-March, life in Rosemere was put on hold as it
was everywhere. It soon became obvious that this would
be the case for quite some time, so on April 23rd, town
officials announced the cancellation of several spring and
summer activities and events. The list of these and their
status was made available via the town s website and
Facebook page. The list of events normally held in
Rosemere during a period of six to nine months is quite
impressive. Who knew there were so many things
happening in Rosemere!
Seeing as a lot of these events are planned months in
advance and involve so many elements, factors and
personnel, it was simply best to cancel them. However,
some events were postponed, rexamined and organised
differently and some new events emerged as a result of
the confinement state and its undetermined future.
Of course, access to the internet helped people keep in
touch, work from home, and go to school at home. Many
things were made possible because of the internet. Regular
updates in the form of videos in which Mayor Westram
addressed the community were posted on the Town s
Facebook page. Access to the internet allowed for the April
14th, May 11th, and June 18th, council meetings to be
conducted virtually. The recordings of the meetings were
then made available to the public via Facebook. It was
the same for April 20th and June 1 st extraordinary
meetings.
The monthly Mayor s Breakfast was cancelled in
March; however, a different version, taking place over the
phone was instilled for the April 18th, May 23rd and June
13th editions. Residents were invited to a reserve their
spot for a telephone appointment with the Mayor or one
of the municipal councillors. They could do this either by
calling the Town or filling out a form on the Town s
website and leaving their contact information as well as
the street they live on.
In order to help with confinement, the Town suggested
activities that could be done from home or on-line, and
even suggested ways to celebrating special occasions such

as Easter, Mother s Day and Father s Day. The overall
concern for residents welfare and emotional well-being
shines bright with the tribute to the workers at the CHSLD
Hubert-Maisonneuve that took place on April 28th. The
Town wanted to thank all the essential health sector
workers not only in our town but those in the region s
hospitals, medical clinics or other seniors centres. There
was music and a guard of honor preformed by the Town s
Public Works workers driving town vehicles. An event
for seniors who might be gravely affected by the
confinement was entertainment offered by the Town of
Rosemère for the residents of the OMH Rosemere and the
Jardins Horizons Nouveaux on May 6th. Véronique Pierre,
Zumba teacher, Mayor Eric Westram and municipal
councillors brightened up their day with lively music and
exercise moves residents could easily follow while on their
balconies.
On May 22nd during National Public Works Week, the
Town officially thanked the Town s Public Works
Department and the police officers from the
Régieintermunicipale Thérèse-De Blainville ...who have
provided essential services to all Rosemerites. ...we would
especially like to highlight their commitment and
professionalism on a daily basis. Thank you for looking
out forthe well-being of our community!
Have you noticed the town s logo on their Facebook
page or in their digital
correspondence? Like many
communities, the town applied
the Ça va bien aller - It s
going to be okay rainbow
theme to its logo. This 2020
rallying call can be heard and
seen in many of the town s video updates.
Another event that was restaged was Back-to-theEarth Day held on May 23rd. Many of the scheduled
activities usually held were cancelled, however, the
distribution of compost was maintained. A distribution
mechanism was set up at two locations, one in the arena
parking lot and the other in Hamilton Park. Registration
for time and pickup location had to be done prior to the
event and strict rules were put in place during the
distribution. Residents had to remain in the cars and Town
employees deposited the compost in their empty car
trunks. More than 775 residences took advantage of the
compost distribution which went off without a hitch.
As deconfinement began in mid May, the Town
acknowledged the fact that this might be an anxious time
for certain residents. In an attempt to put some minds at
ease, the Town posted a short video they d put together
with some advice shared by famous Quebec personalities,
who are also Rosemere residents. Sylvie Bernier, Olympic
champion, author and speaker, Stéphane Archambault,
singer of the Mes Aïeux band and Lysiane Laberge,
psychologist, shared some encouraging words.
zero waste and drinking water conservation. Registration
Continued on page 17
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Deconfinement also meant that certain sports activities
were now allowed including tennis and pickleball. Of
course, rules and regulations for social distancing during
these activities have been put in place. Remaining closed
until further notice were the other sports facilities, such
as the soccer fields, baseball fields and play modules to be
opened at the later date.
As of May 25th, the Town gradually and cautiously
reopened some of its administrative offices but suggested
that residents .... make an appointment, if possible, before
coming in person and invites them to continue to give
priority to exchanges, payments and the transmission of
documents by electronic means or by telephone to ensure
a secure reopening for all. , as stated in a Facebook post.
The Bouthillier Marsh for hiking was opened on May 20th,
and as of May 29th, the Charbonneau Park skatepark.
Playground facilities and water play areas were opened
on June 4 and the municipal swimming pool was opened
on June 18 with health measures put into place including
the maximum of 50 people admitted at a time and as well
as a reservation system. Day camps opened on June 22nd.
The Town announced on June 7, via their Facebook page
that exceptionally, the June edition of the Rosemere News
would only be available online! It can be downloaded
from the town s website. It contains up-to-date
information which is not always possible when produced
in paper format which can take several weeks.
On June 13, the Town of Rosemere held its first annual
Forum on the Environment. This event was initiated by
the Civic Committee on the Environment (CCE), which
was set up back in June 2019. This free virtual forum was
comprised of two live one-hour web conferences and a
documentary. The themes varied and would serve as an
introduction to natural environments, biodiversity, zero
waste and drinking water conservation. Registration was
limited to 280 participants and over 100 households
actually took part in the online conferences. Participants
are invited to complete a survey of appreciation and help
make next year s edition even more interesting.
Once again, this year community gardens have been

made available to residents. There are two locations, one
is behind the Externat Sacré-Coeur and Val-des-Ormes
school. Social distancing measures will be implemented
in order to comply with government instructions.
Registration was required and the lots went quickly.
Speaking of gardens, the Town recently announced that
a meditation garden would be created at the Hamilton
House. The work, which will be carried out in two phases
will begin this summer. There will be a statue and garden
structure constructed in the first phase and a flowering
Zen garden will be planted in the second phase. As stated
in the Rosemere News, This project will integrate into
the community an ancient symbol of plenitude: a fivecircuit neo-medieval labyrinth. To navigate a maze, either
alone or in a group, is a unique opportunity to take a break
from your day-to-day life and truly experience the
present. Peaceful and serene, this garden will be a haven
where you can gather your thoughts and meditate.
Did you know . that Rosemerites love affairs with
gardens and flowers dates back to the Town founding
era? One of Rosemere s grandiose and magnificent gardens
was located at the far east end of Grande-Côte, on the
Garth Estate. Prior to the sale of this property to the
Town of Lorraine, the Garth family called Rosemere home.
Mrs. Garth was a passionate gardener and she created
gardens integrating various picturesque elements into
vast neoclassical arrangements that blended with the
style of the Garth house, all the while marrying the most
beautiful native and exotic plants then available.
If you would like to learn more about the Garth Family,
be sure to read the article written by my historical society
volunteer colleague, Micka Matte-Jeanney which was
originally printed in French, in the Société d histoire et
généalogie des Mille-Îles newsletter.
For any information, questions, to announce an event
or for article ideas, do not hesitate to contact me via email
at katnolan@hotmail.com or by phone at 450-512-2864.
Take care and be safe!

The Garths: portrait of an illustrious Rosemere family
By Micka Matte-Jeanney
(translated by Kathy Nolan)

Stemming from bourgeoisie, at the end of the 19th
century, is the prototype of today s middle class. For the
first time, without necessarily owning large businesses
or exercising a liberal profession, a small part of the
population could indulge in leisurely activities. This was
the case for Rosemere s Garth family.
As a member of a successful Montreal foundry owning
family, Albert Edward Garth arrived in the area around
the age of 18. The young man did not seem interested in
a career in the family industry, hence at his request, his
mother bought him a farm, large but abandoned, in what
was becoming Rosemere. This was the start of the mass
arrival of English-speaking families who would develop
the area following the arrival of the railway. This was
1880, and the young Garth was at the helm of an entire

farm. Part of this land, then called Spring Valley, today
forms the Garth estate, property of the Town of Lorraine.
Supported by his parents, the young Garth had the
merit of the profitability of his farm. Keeping abreast of
the latest agronomic advances, a science then all new to
Canada, the city dweller quickly benefitted from the
vegetables, cereals, butter and eggs he produced with the
help of a few local farmers.
In 1888, Albert Edward married Sarah Leney Morris,
daughter of the local Lord. Although mayors hadlegally
replaced lords since 1854, they nevertheless continued to
form a rural bourgeois well present in Quebec, and
retained certain feudal advantages until the 1930s. The
Garth-Morris couple had five children: Charles Holmes,
David John, Elaine Alberta, Sarah Whitaker and Catherine
Mary-Ann.
Continued on page 18
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A tennis court was built near the
family home, and as well, a ski slope
at the end of their fields on the hillside
which currently overlooks Highway
640. The Garths also engaged in
various outdoor activities, including
boating. They owned the Elaine and
the Iris, two steam yachts on which
they spent their summer Sundays on
the Thousand Islands River. Mr.
Garth also came first in the 16th
edition of the famous Sainte-Rose
regatta in 1903. More tragically, the
The Garth-Morris newspapers of the time tell us that
couple
the Iris was involved in a fatal
collision resulting in the drowning of a young boater on
August 8, 1914.
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the creation of gardens integrating various picturesque
elements into vast neoclassical arrangements that
blended with the style of the Garth house, all the while
marrying the most beautiful native and exotic plants then
available. Sarah Garth was also an animal lover. Among
other things, she had several dogs, including Bruce, a
Scottish shepherd. A real animal cemetery is said to be
hidden somewhere in the estate s gardens.

Sarah Leney Morris Garth was also an antiques
collector and a painter whose numerous paintings
adorned the walls of the family home which was at that
time a real museum; among the valuable pieces is an
armchair that is said to have belonged to General Wolfe.
A music lover, Sarah also owned Father Charles-Joseph
Ducharme s piano and a small harpsichord, probably
from the 17th century. She also owned pieces of natural
history, such as a whale vertebra. Since reading is the
The family was deeply main pastime of this social class at the turn of the 20th
involved in the community at century, it is no surprise that the family also has a library
the time. While Albert Edward of several hundred titles.
chaired a movement for the
The eldest son of the Garth-Morris, Charles Holmes,
paving of public roads which
began in 1912, Sarah Leney was was an amateur photographer. His many photos tell us
The Elaine
an esteemed philanthropist in that the Garths travelled a lot for the time, mainly to visit
the community. She organized, historic sites and enjoy nature in the province. C. H. Garth
among other events, magnificent receptions for the benefit was also one of the few volunteers in the parish who left
of the local Protestant church to which a number of for Europe during the First World War. On his return at
Franco-Catholics were also invited. Ms. Garth was a the train station, Rosemerites had decorated the family
supporter of ecumenism, a movement aimed at bringing home with pennants and flags welcoming him home as a
together different Christian currents, which was just true hero. Although he graduated in mechanical
beginning to be heard of at the time. Presbyterian by engineering from McGill University, he returned to
birth, as in most of our first English-speaking families, agricultural work until his death in 1946.
mostly of Scottish culture, she practiced Anglicanism
When Albert Edward Garth died in 1950, it was his
after her marriage. Sarah took her small family to attend
Sunday services in Terrebonne rather than in the village son David John, a real estate investor, who inherited the
of Saint-Thérèse. She studied at the Catholic convent of Rosemère farm. Widowed recently from Frances White
Gillette, he left his little house on rue Philippe to settle
the Congregation of Notre-Dame de Sainte-Thérèse.
with his aged mother. Mrs. Garth died five years later at
In addition to her marked interest in theology, Madame the age of 91. More opaque than his parents, David John
Garth was passionate about horticulture. The family s was apparently the object of popular distrust. On May 8,
greatest contribution to what is already considered the 1957, he was found lifeless in the basin of the fountain,
most beautiful farm on Grande-Côte Road is, moreover, that he had built himself, which still exists at the back of
the residence. There were rumors around the
neighborhood about the cause of his death. Without
posterity despite 20 years of marriage, his estate sold the
property to the promoters
of the
Ville
de Lorraine,
PHOTOS
BYnew
CLAUDE
MARCHAND
who would squander the priceless Garth collection.
The Garth girls all left the region, and the patronymic
disappeared from the Rosemere landscape as quickly as
it had marked it. While Catherine Mary-Ann became
Madame Day in Morin-Heights, Sarah Whitaker settled
in the Eastern Townships where she remained single.
Elaine Alberta married George Benning Monk, heir to the
rights of the other half of our seigniory. This marriage
united the last two lines of Theresian lords. Although they
The water garden (David John Garth is in the middle lived in Ottawa, the couple attended the festivities
marking the 150th anniversary of the founding of Saintewith the white hat)
Thérèse-de-Blainville in 1939.
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Simply Woodworking
By Jacques Roch

Tips and tricks
Gluing and Clamping

Over the years, I have accumulated assorted woodworking tips and tricks that I think you will enjoy (I scoured the
internet for existing pictures to save me the trouble of making them for you).
Here are a few:
1: Amazing Miter Joint Clamp (https://www.familyhandyman.com/article/miter-joint-clamp/)
Start with a long 1×4, as it s easier
(and safer) to clamp for making
the angled cuts than a short
piece. Mark out the blocks, and
then drill a 1-in. diameter hole
in the center of each one. The hole
prevents the blocks from getting
glued to your project. Cut 45degree angles tangent to the hole,
and then cut the blocks free from
the long board.

2: Make a Quick Mixing Surface (https://www.familyhandyman.com)
Instead of using a container to mix a small amount of
epoxy, just make a mixing surface on your workbench
using painters tape. Simply lay down strips,
overlapping the edges so the epoxy doesn t get on your
bench. When you re done, peel off the tape and throw
it away. This mixing surface will work for more than
just epoxy, you can use it for wood glue or any other
material you need easy access to while working on a
project.

3: Easy Drip Cleanup (https://www.familyhandyman.com)

No more scraping hardened glue off your workbench. Before
you set up for gluing, lay a sheet of inexpensive, thin painter s
plastic underneath.
Another nifty tip to avoid rockhard glue on your workpiece is to
glue it, then wait two hours and scrape off the excess. The glue is
still pliable at this stage, so the job is quick and easy.

Continued on page 20
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4: Caulk Gun Clamp (https://www.familyhandyman.com)

Did you know that you can use a caulk gun as a clamp? It s
perfect for gluing up small projects such as a cutting board.
Just place a couple of pieces of scrap wood or cardboard at the
ends of the caulk gun and then squeeze the trigger to apply
pressure.

5: The Right Amount of Glue (https://www.familyhandyman.com)
With a little experience, you ll develop a feel for how much glue
is just enough. Too little glue creates a starved joint, which
will be weak. Too much glue makes a mess and wastes glue.
With practice, you ll know just how much to apply. You should
see a continuous line of small glue beads. When this perfect
glue joint sets a little, you ll find it easy to scrape off the jelled
excess, and you ll have very little cleanup to do.

6: Edge-Gluing Made Easy (https://www.familyhandyman.com)
These clamps apply pressure horizontally as well as vertically, so the joint
edges are wedged tightly together and stay level. To make the clamps, drill 3/
8-in. holes (spaced 1 to 1-1/2 in.) along 5-ft. hard maple 2x2s. Then cut two 3/
4-in. x 8-in., 20-degree tapered wedges for each clamp. At the hardware store,
buy six 5-1/2 in. x 3/8-in. carriage bolts, washers and Wing-Nuts.
To set up the clamps for gluing a panel, slide the boards you re gluing into the
clamps without glue. Then push the bolts into the holes, allowing space for
the wedges to be hammered in between the bolts and boards. Slide out the
boards, apply glue to the edges, and put them back in the clamps. Tap in the
wedges while checking along the joint lines to make sure the surface is even.

7: Moldable Clamps (https://www.familyhandyman.com)

Reader Robert Cramer showed us a cushy way to
make glue repairs on small or delicate objects
without having to hold them together by hand until
the glue dries. Flatten out a ball of Play-Doh modeling
compound; glue your project and press it into the
clay. It ll hold the pieces together until the glue dries!

Continued on page 21
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8: Fix Cracks with Floss (https://www.familyhandyman.com)

It s easy to coat narrow crevices with glue when you re
repairing a cracked board or tenon on a project. Pour a
little carpenter s glue on a scrap of wood, drag the
unwaxed floss back and forth through the puddle, and
floss the glue into the crack. Now clamp the crack closed
and let it dry.

9: Easy-stick clamp pads (https://www.familyhandyman.com)

Magnets mounted in small wood blocks hold the pads on the
steel clamp jaws.
Instant on and instant off. You can t beat the convenience of
these wooden clamp pads. Best of all, they don t leave oily stains
like the plastic ones do. To make mine, I drilled shallow holes in 3/
8-in.-thick blocks of softwood. Then I dropped in dabs of epoxy
and inserted rare earth magnets. My magnets were 1/2 in. diameter
and 1/8 in. thick. Make sure the magnet is flush or slightly below
the pad surface.

10: Convertible pipe clamps (https://www.familyhandyman.com)

You can easily lengthen pipe clamps with nipples and
additional lengths of pipe.
When you buy pipe for your pipe clamps, also pick up
some couplers. That way, you can join pipes to make
longer clamps.

ENJOY!!
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The Church Mouse
By Eric Painter

Message from the Church Snoop
Here we are still locked up because the
bugs are still smarter than we are. We
are all God s creatures, and if this
Covid 19 hasn t proven it, then
nothing will. Everyone the world over
is on an equal footing.
Talking about God s creatures, this
summer we had the privilege to be
visited by a humpback whale in
Montreal waters. Just wondering, but
I trust that we can find out why she
came to Montreal. Could it be that she
was looking for help? Since they
determined that her stomach was
empty, could it possibly be that she
had swallowed some plastic bags and
could not eat? If that turns out to be
the case, shouldn t we homo sapiens
be very proud of ourselves for
dumping plastics into the water and
to let blow around on the land? We
need to be a lot more responsible for
what we do with our garbage. God
gave us a beautiful earth and water
that we cannot live without. It is up
to us to truly take care of it.
I have just been reading in the
Karihwi:ios publication some
interesting facts about water.
· A person can live a month without
food, but only a week without water.
· Seventy-five percent of the brain
is water and 75% of a living tree is
water.
· What we pour on the ground ends
up in our water.
· There is the same amount of water
on earth that there was when the
earth was formed.
· Only 1% of all the water in the
world is useable for all our needs. That
includes agriculture, residential,
manufac turing, community and
personal requirements. 97% is salty.
2% is in glaciers.
·Water regulates the Earth s
temperature. Water also regulates the
temperature of the human body,
carries nutrients and oxygen to our
cells, cushions joints, protects organs
and tissues and removes waste.
Therefore we should treat our water
with great respect. God isn t giving us
any more of it.
Hoping everyone is keeping healthy
during the pandemic. God bless.
The Church Snoop, Eric.

Church of God
is something of the past and our
815 Rockland St. Deux-Montagnes church reopens, we will need more
450-491-6873
Alter servers for masses, funerals,
Pastors John and Arlene Thévenot
baptisms and weddings. A course will
be given to those who feel the call to
this ministry.
For new offertory boxes of
envelopes, please contact: Suzanne
Marion at 450-621-5521 ext. 216
For Sunday Mass click on link below
As is the case with all area churches,
Listen
to this song called One bred one
the Deux-Montagnes Church of God
body
is awaiting the approval of the
government to reopen for public h t t p s : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
assemblies. In the meantime, please watch?v=OshpSD0z1ts
consult our Facebook page (Deux- https://saltandlighttv.org/subscribe
Montagnes Church of God) for
sermons, music and live streaming on
Sundays at 10:00 a.m. May God send
us a revival and restore his Holy Ghost
fire in the church.
Wilt thou not
revive us again: that thy people may
rejoice in thee? (Psalms 85:6)

All Saints Church
248-18th Ave. Deux-Montagnes
Tel: 450-473-9541
Priest: Reverend David Hart
david@allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
info@allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
www.allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
If you wish to
hear the service,
please phone
the
above
number
to
obtain the You tube coding

Eglise Anglicane de la
Nativité - St. James
Rosemere

328 Pine St. Rosemere, QC
Tel: 450-621-6466info@stjamesrosemere.ca

Priest: Rev. Dr. Victor-David MYUBI
Bipungi

There is nothing
happening
at
Eglise de la
Nativité-St. James
Rosemere at this
moment. We re following protocol
and being responsible citizens.
It is likely that the church will not reopen until well into the fall, negating
any gatherings and or events until
that time.
We still continue services every
Sunday at 9:30am by tele-conference.

You may call 514-437-2605 if you
would like to participate.
If you have any questions, or require
The Holy Cross Community spiritual guidance, please call 450Of St. Luc Parish
621-6466.
Rosemere
Please continue to practice social
distancing. Stay safe, keep well, God
Ste. Francoise Cabrini Church
210 rue de l glise, Rosemere QC J7A 2X2 Bless

People s Church

450-621-5521 EXT 216
370 5th Ave, Deux-Montagnes
smarion@paroisse-st-luc.org
(450)472 4105
Serving the
English-speaking Pastor- Fred Greenwood
Roman Catholic New Time-Sunday Service 10:30 am
community of
Rosemère,
Lorraine,
Bois-des-Filion,
Ste.Thérèse,
Blainville,
Boisbriand,
and
Holy Family Parish
Terrebonne.
There is nocurrent activity at Peoples
Alter servers: Once the Corona Virus
or Holy Family churches
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Coffee
with
Colleen
Hoarding

By Colleen Baxter Sullivan
Well, hello again! Has it been ten
years? I am happy to be back. Now,
where do we begin? First things first,
take a seat and pour yourself a nice
cuppa.
Hoarding might seem an unusual
topic but quite the contrary during
this time of confinement. Covid-19 has
confined us to the house, and we
suddenly become aware of the large
amount of stuff that we have
accumulated over the years. We find
the need to organize and eliminate,
but how?
I have moved at least 11 times. Talk
about feeding my anxiety! No wonder
I am overweight! Having endured
many family situations, marriage,
divorce, remarriage to empty nester,
you can imagine the amount of junk I
have. Then five years ago, my mother
passed, and I inherited all her
belongings. What do I do with all
these things? I felt that if I get rid of
them, I am getting rid of part of her.
Raw emotions and guilt feelings are
consuming me.

July/August
2020
September/October
2019
March
/April 2020

on, guys, give me a break, attachment, talked many times with her trying to
and emotion, or feelings of happiness understand. When listening to her
over a carving knife!
story, I felt it would be good to share
this with you. This friend of mine had
When cleaning out, we all have that a pampered childhood, but suddenly
sense of urgency. Get rid of it all or her father (her prince charming) died
nothing. People said, sell it on Kijiji or when she was 13. Her world turned
perhaps make an eBay account. I did, upside down. Her mother, not having
but when it came down to it, I could any education, neglected her while
not part with my belongings. I did not trying to make money and pay the
want someone else to touch my stuff, bills. She was suddenly second place,
so that idea went out the window. Do and it left lasting scars that are still
you want to know how crazy I am? I with her.
put something of my mother s on
Kijiji, sold it, and then felt so guilty,
When she was 16, her mother s
bought it back for triple the price. then-husband kicked her to the curb.
That does not work for me. Separation Her world came tumbling down, and
anxiety kicked in, and did I ever eat a she survived by living with a few
lot of chocolate that day! Wine came relatives. Her demeanor turned cold,
later that night!
and from that day forward, she
acquired things. She surrounded
Then I, once again, thought about herself with feel-good articles. She
it. What if I got rid of just one thing, rented an apartment (after lying
big or small, whatever the mood of about her age), got a job, and moved
the day? It could be a magazine, on with her life, but the emotional
although I have no trouble getting rid scars ran deep. Everything that she
of them. It could be an old bookshelf. bought she became obsessed with.
The idea of not being drastic and Things became her identity, and no
seeing a bunch of my things going out one would take her stuff away from
the door all at one time worked. If you her ever again. The loss of her father
eliminate just one article a week, that and her stability was gone, but now
is 52 pieces of clutter removed in a she was in control of all that
year. Slow and steady does it!
surrounded her. She became a hoarder.
I, while attempting to unclutter,
found that I had 15 spatulas, and the
funny thing is I use the same old
faithful one each day. Multiples of the
same thing I am sure we all have.
There might be organizations that
could use this stuff. I know that
personally I could provide at least
three other houses with full sets of
kitchen dishes, cutlery, etc. The feelgood factor of helping some other
family or person in need will
outweigh our emotional attachment
to the article. It takes time, and I must
admit I still am finding it hard to be
the good Samaritan. Think about the
feelings that you would have if you
had a house fire. Close your eyes and
imagine. You would have nothing and
then think about your stuff and how
it could help a family in the same
position. This image made it so much
easier for me.

I have bonding issues. Every object
reflects or is associated with a person,
memory, or time-period in my life.
Attachment is the question here. I even
watched that new television program
with Marie Kondo, the cleaning clutter
expert. Maybe I have this wrong, but
she said to hold the article in your
hand and if you do not find happiness
or some feeling of love, get rid of it. I
did what she said. I took out at least
20 objects, looked at them with love,
and maybe, I am just cold, but no
emotion what-so-ever. The only
emotion I had was unbearable pain
as I held the family carving knife,
trying to get some feeling out of it, and
I have a friend who is a compulsive
what I got was a bloody finger. Come hoarder, not to mention any names. I

Hoarding can also be caused (like
our weight) from emotional trauma.
Sometimes we must, at this stage,
reach out for professional help.
We all, in some way, keep way too
much. The song I keep singing as I
write is The Bare Necessities (Jungle
Book): Look for the bare necessities. The
simple bare necessities. Forget about the
worries and your strife.
What a great song! Try singing it as
you remove just one thing this week.
It worked for me, but the husband is
still here. Just kidding!
I look forward to writing more
articles and I am so happy to be back.
Perk you later,
Colleen
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SO LONG RICK

By Ron Kesseler
So here we are, still in the middle of a pandemic. I m sure
that there are many looking forward, as I am, to a return
of some kind of normalcy. I never realized how much I
enjoyed a simple coffee in a restaurant!
Well, hopefully you have not had any COVID-19 related
illnesses or worse in your circle of family and friends. I
hear stories, though, of many who lost elderly parents
or grandparents to this sickness and how they died alone,
and then the families didn t even get the opportunity to
have a funeral to grieve.
This month s article is about one such story (not COVID19 related)
One of my buddies, Rick Myers, passed
away in May from complications following an operation.
I just think he deserves to have someone say a few words
on his behalf. I knew Rick for some 35 to 40 years. Rick
was a perfectionist in many things he did. He loved
motorcycles, especially Yamaha V-Maxes, which he
would customize to show condition. He also was a
gunsmith and enjoyed customizing the hand guns he
used for target shooting. He was one hell of a shot .we
would go to the range and he would say
not a bad
shot for a cop , then he would get all of the bullets in the

Because of the
coronavirus
(COVID-19), all
My Opinion 1
non-essential
gatherings were
suspended,
delayed and even cancelled. Sporting events got hit very
hard. The cancellation of March madness basketball
tournament, the Masters golf tournament, the NHL end
of season, the NBA end of season, the opening of the MLB
season, and the Summer Olympics (Tokyo) has been a huge
loss of valuable revenue, as well as a tremendous loss of
thousands of jobs world-wide.
On a local note, the very special 2MO Canada day
celebrations, with parade, music and fireworks, a very
special event, has been cancelled. Also, in the local dart
leagues, the WNDL and MNDL playoffs at the Legion
games room and Heritage Social Club have been
suspended. Also in jeopardy will be the potential
suspension or cancellation of the charity slo-pitch softball
tournaments: the Rocky, Veterans and Animatch events,
usually organized in August/September. Another
important sporting event that is vulnerable to
cancellation because of social distancing is the annual
Labour Day weekend soccer tournament.
It would be a dismal time in 2Mo if our sporting events
were to be cancelled, especially those that are charity
events that raise valuable dollars for cancer research. I
think these events are ESSENTIAL, but we await local
and provincial government decisions. That being said,

April July/August
/ May 2019 2020

bullseye and would turn around with a smile and
say
But that s the way it s done!
Rick has four children: one daughter and three sons. His
daughter was as good a shot as her dad and was
competitive at the highest levels. I remember Rick using
upgraded springs, custom parts to his and her guns, to
improve their competition times!
Rick worked for many years doing modifications to the
trains that were running Montreal / Deux Montagnes. If
my memory serves me right, Rick was working as a
subcontractor for GE, who did the motors . Rick was on
call and was their go to guy, the trouble shooter. Once
again, being the perfectionist he was, he was called often!
Rick also was one heck of a guitar player. I remember
jamming with him in my basement, thinking we were
fantastic .(we weren t) but the smile on his face let me
know that he enjoyed being there.
When I heard Rick had passed, I remember the last
conversation I had with him in April. Little do you know
when you speak to someone, that it could very well be the
last time.
So to his family, your Dad will be missed by
many including me!
To all that read my article, I m sorry that I didn t deliver
my usual rants and raves this issue. I promise a return to
something that ticks me off in the next, but I just thought
you should all know Rick a bit!
Ron

the correct decisions have been and will continue to be
made, so congrats to our authorities. The safety of our
citizens/participants must and should be a priority
forever. Stay safe and healthy.
My opinion, cheers.

Sports Rap, my opinion 2
The WNDL (Wednesday Night Dart League) suspended
league and playoff games due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
On Wednesday, March 18, the provincial government
closed all non-essential activities, therefore the Legion and
Veterans Halls were closed.
The darts league plays its games in the games room
attached to the Legion Branch 185. The league has 9 teams
of 3 for a total of 27 players.
There is a slight possibility that play will resume sooner
rather than later, but this is not likely. The league is
competitively fun and socially entertaining, but our safety
and health are more important.
The MNDL (Monday Night Dart League) also suspended
its league and playoff action. They play at the Heritage
Social Club. Again, government rules forced them to close
the hall. This league has 16 teams of 3, for a total of 48
players. Fun and socializing are big parts of their agenda.
Hopefully both leagues may resume play. Organizing a
one-day tournament to complete the dart season would
be fun/competitive/important (my opinion), but only if
the government opens up the social locations. If not,
hopefully we will start a new season fresh in September.
Stay safe and healthy!
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Overheard at the Coffee Shop
Social isolation? Bah! We ve beat it. We can still get
together for coffee .virtually.
Yes, the quasi-geriatric crowd has discovered the wonders
of Messenger-Rooms and Zoom. We gather in our own
homes, with our own cups of home-made coffee, park
ourselves in front of our phones, tablets or computers,
and bingo! We are socializing! Well, kinda, sorta not
quite.
The first hurdle in any group is to find the best means to
connect .Zoom? Skype? FB Messenger? Google?
Whatsapp? If you haven t heard of most of these, join the
club. Neither had we. Does everyone in any group ever
have the same apps? Nope, nope, nope! And does everyone
know how to use the apps they have? Nope, nope, nope
again!
So one person, self-proclaimed techknowledgeable, takes the initiative and organizes the call:
sets up a Facebook group with all the members of the
regular crowd .except those who aren t on Facebook.
(They will need a telephone update of the news after the
fact.) The friend with multiple Facebook accounts? Add
them all! Husband and wife? Oh yes, we need to put
both of them on the list.
At the scheduled time, the tablet rings and faces pop up
on the screen. Bonking and beeping continues and we all
look confused. Marge s three Facebook accounts are all
ringing and she doesn t know how to turn them off. Bud s
phone is beeping, and his tablet is squealing he s not
ready for this because he is sitting with his wife in front
of her tablet.
Chaos? Maybe, but we are all so happy to see each other!
Well, sort of see each other.

Nice ceiling, Emilio. Think you can tilt your phone a bit
so we can see you instead?
Move your phone back a bit, Hank. We can t see Marge.
No .back some more ! Clunk. Phone falls off the
table.
Sit still, Loretta, you are bouncing all over the screen!
Maybe prop your phone up instead of holding it. That s
what I do mine is on the table, against the bottle of
scotch
And then we chat, just like at the real coffee shop. All at
once! On the screen, we see multiple mouths moving, but
all we hear is a mishmash of weird sounds. Finally we
catch on, and a couple of us pause to try to listen and
make sense of it all.
SHWSHWWWWSHSHDFFFWSHDKSKSH!
I can t hear you! What s going on?
SHWSHWWWFFFGWSHSHDFFFWSHDKSKSHFWEEEEEEE!
Okay, does anyone have any noise around them? What?
Merv s running the coffee maker? STOP!
Yes, Joan, the radio is noise!
Somehow, in all the confusion, we manage to share
information about the best places to buy salmon this
week, how to deal with squirrels eating the tulip bulbs,
and who we have seen out less than two meters from a
non-household member. We have celebrated birthdays,
hospitalizations, returns from hospitalizations, and civic
holidays. We have shared recipes and home remedies,
but not the Coronavirus.
This is why the coffee chats take so long. But really, these
days we have nothing but time, so let s go for a refill and
carry on. Just put the tablet on mute before you fire up
the Keurig.

Shopping in the time of COVID-19
by Pam Petten

I think I have been out of circulation for too long.
For the past three months, my husband has been doing
the weekly groceries and whatever other essential
errands we ve had. He needs the entertainment more than
I do. My only commercial outings have been a trip to the
dry cleaners, one trip to Dollarama and picking up
prescriptions at Jean Coutu.

aren t in the cart! Hold on... they aren t supposed to be.
They are on my shirt. Haha. Not. Not on my shirt, not in
the cart, not in my purse... (I sound like Dr. Suess).
Started backtracking... finally asked a clerk... and there
they were, on the floor, right between us!
Sheesh!

Finished shopping, paid, got my bonus points, packed my
purchases....three bags full. Now I sound like Baaa, Baaa,
Life is supposedly reopening so today I made a big trip to Black Sheep. Returned the cart, cuz I am good like that,
Pharmaprix aka Shoppers Drug Mart. Mask? Check. then packed the bags in the car.
Sanitizer? Check. Disinfectant wipes? Check. Shopping list?
Check. Alright!
Got home, put stuff away, sat down to check the bill for
my Checkout 51 discounts. The app is on my phone,
Got to the shop, put on my mask, went inside, glasses which was not in my purse, not in the kitchen, not in the
fogged up big time. My vision is not too bad without so car. For goodness sake!
took them off and tossed them in the cart. Nope. They
will get scratched. Clipped them onto my shirt collar I phoned it, expecting to hear my accordion music ring
instead.
tone. Instead, Hello Pamela! Someone answered. The kind
lady at the checkout at Pharmaprix had found my phone,
Picked up some of the things on the list (on my phone... you guessed it, in the cart.
Google Keep), checked this list for what else I needed, put
the phone and list in the top of the cart. Wait! My glasses I went back immediately to pick it up. I forgot my mask.
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Barber Pierre thanks his customers

Birthdays
Wayne Glover, July 2
Heidimarie Benk, July 4
Dave Dubeau, July 6
Pam Petten. July 7
Ron Kennedy, July 9
Marc Lauzon, July 21
Trish Thivierge, July 23
Sam Carpini, July 24
Ron Kesseler, July 29
Earl Flint, July 30
Jackie Pascal, July 31
Mike Migas, Aug. 8
Guy Hurtubise, Aug. 12
Glen Hilliker, Aug. 16
Stella Clarkson, Aug. 20
Micheline Groulx Stabile Aug, 22
Jon Kennedy, Aug. 27
Memorials Jul/Aug:
Arthur Glover , July 2
Stewart Pope. August 3
Doug Wright. August 4

After 58 years of service in Deux-Montagnes, the time has come for me to
retire. Thank you to all my clients (my friends) for encouraging me.
In the barbershop, we solve problems from all over the world, we gave
opinions, had discussions and were candid. That s what friendship is
Once again, thank you and good luck to all of you
Your Barber Pierre Laparé

The Bubble-Wrap Era: Beware of overprotection
By Roxanne Therrien, CESAME Educator
We live in a time where the concept of bubble-wrapping opportunity for them to evaluate and experiment with
seems like a popular topic. We over-protect our children their different games, based on their current physical
without being aware of the devastating effects this can abilities. Consequently, it can be highly beneficial for them
cause. As a result, there must be a clear distinction to have an interior location where they can run, jump,
dance, climb, etc. Likewise, when they are playing outside,
between protection and over-protection.
All parents must, of course, shelter their children from allow them to explore their surroundings and give them
the many different and real threats in their environment. an opportunity to climb and run about, which will in
However, this must be done in a manner in which the turn allow them to find their own way around.
parent does not hinder children in exploring their
environment or their need to experiment in it. This Référence 1: http://www.canalvie.com/famille/educationexperimental phase in a child s development is et-comportement/articles-education-et-comportement/
quand-on-surprotege-trop-nos-enfants-1.1013093
fundamental to their upbringing.
Renowned psych-educator and remedial teacher Référence 2 : http://gpslaval.com/aem-intervenant/
Germain Duclos states that the over-protection of a child,
or the act of completing tasks for the child does not further
the child s development. Instead, it develops a state of By Gordon Wetmore
I appreciate how the 4 Korners
dependency within the chid. This over-protective attitude As seniors, my wife Carol and
to our age group throughout the Laurentians
out
reached
has
harms the child s self-esteem, by confirming to them the
The organization
fact that they are incapable of completing said tasks on during the COVID-19 shutdowns.
to serve up interactive programs
internet
the
onto
zoomed
their own.
us via our tablets, laptops, pcs and phones.
By transmitting our own fears to our children or by that connected
activities (yoga and tai chi), wellness
physical
were
There
limiting playtime and behaviour considered normal for
active listening, first aid), self(arthritis,
programs
their age, we are in fact, also limiting their ability to grow
(French conversation), social awareness
improvement
and evolve. Furthermore, over-protection leads to
(Friday evenings Open
children being more vulnerable to stress. When they are (Indigenous history), entertainment
program, also, had time when
Each
more.
and
music)
Mic
over-protected, children are rarely exposed to new
with long-time friends and interesting new
experiences and unforeseeable circumstances. (Référence we could chat
Deux-Montagnes, Lachute, Harrington
from
acquaintances
1, p.32). Therefore, I propose you opt for larger-than-life
Toronto. They opened our eyes,
from
lady
one
even
playtime activities with your children; activities in which
and loosened our joints. Great work,
minds
our
expanded
they can explore their surroundings. This is the perfect
4K.

Thank you to 4 Korners
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4 Reasons why I ve consistently seen so many
struggle with their health and fitness
By Glenda Esguerra
Paravie Fitness
Personal Fitness Specialist
Before I get into the main topic of this
article, I d like to talk to you about how Paravie Fitness will be
moving forward amidst this COVID-19 public health crisis. In
order to remain viable and to be of service to my Paravie
members, I decided to switch over to online training early on.
This decision allowed us to continue training without missing
a beat. With live video-conferencing sessions, steady
enthusiasm, and a positive attitude, we were able to adapt rather
quickly to keep engaged.
Nevertheless, clients began to leave for a variety of reasons.I
was left with a fraction of my pre-COVID client list. What did I
do? Did I wallow in the corner and cry? Well, maybe there was
a bit of that, but more importantly I decided that this was the
time to focus on my clients who had remained. It was a scary
time for me. Just this May I made the very painful and difficult
choice of shutting down my brick-and-mortar fitness studio
on Oka Road. I feared having to start all over again, leaving
behind all the hard work I had put in.
Our Fitness Studio on Oka Road is no longer. With the weather
and the season in our favour for the moment, I ve decided to
continue coaching clients online and outdoors here in DeuxMontagnes. What I ve been fortunate to learn over this
confinement period is that the business I ve built isn t based on
the address we hold. The trust, the confidence, the comfort, the
sense of safeness, and the friendships are the experiences that
are
the
foundations
of
Paravie
Fitness.
And so FOCUS I did! Paravie Fitness is still very much in business
and focused on helping people take control of their health. If
there s anything I can help you with, simply reach out, and I ll
be there for you.
Now, let s talk about the four reasons I see why so many
people struggle with their health and fitness. In this industry, I
have seen too many people go back and forth with their fitness.
They struggle for years with pain and/or excess weight, and as
a result, settle into a sedentary lifestyle. They try to get back into
some kind of workout program for a while, only to stop. At
some point they find themselves unhappy with whom they see
in the mirror. They re embarrassed that they ve let themselves
go. Now their clothes don t fit. Confidence is gone. Any little
activity is painful, exhausting and discouraging. Once again,
they decide to cut out food like breads, potatoes or carbs
altogether. They sign up for fitness classes, promise to stick to it.
How long until the next distraction comes along? We ve all been
at this place at one point or another. Do you see yourself in this
state? Here s what s happening, over and over.

What would living healthier and being more fit bring you?
What will you be able to do that you can t do now? Get clarity.
2 SHINY OBJECT SYNDROME I guarantee that if you haven t
locked down on the first point, you lack the big picture. This
means that most often, you have a need for change constantly.
You get bored easily, impatient for results. You try different
fitness classes. You think you benefit from doing different types
of training. You often feel unchallenged. Do you stick long enough
with any program to make that lifestyle change?
3 PURE FRUSTRATION Certainly by being impatient for
results, always trying different fitness strategies, not being
consistent, you will see only lack of growth and development.
You are tired of a lack of progress. It s easy to say, I ve tried so
many things, and nothing worked. I understand that it s
exhausting.
4 EXPENSES (SPEND vs INVEST) Though both words, spend
and invest, are expenses, the two words are very different.
Spend , is buying dumbbells, or a treadmill, trying out a
potpourri of fitness classes. Invest , however, is putting time
in for your self. Its making sure your actions lead you to good
returns. This means you go for the long haul, not quick fixes.
You must have a plan, be consistent. Hire a coach to help you
along. Have an accountability partner who respects your goals,
and supports you in your journey.

If you ve been struggling, or not getting the results you want
and deserve, stop.It s simple, really:

GET CLEAR of where you are now, and where you want to be.
PLAN, a route that has worked for others. Hire a coach.
INVEST in yourself. Then do it!
Don t struggle with your health and fitness anymore.
You re important and you deserve results.
If you have any questions to ask me, please don t hesitate to call.
If you need a personalized workout, nutritional evaluation or a
fitness assessment, please contact me. We can schedule a
consultation.

PARAVIE Fitness Specialist
1 LACK CLARITY - You have to get really clear on how glendae65@gmail.com,
important being healthy means for you. What is that worth to facebook, or
you? Are you willing to make the time for it, no matter how 514-512-5600
busy your life seems? What are those pains you feel right now?

